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Media Club meet every Wednesday after school to work towards
this newsletter. We have talked about fake news, the things we

need to include in an article, done quizzes and interviewed some
people. We learn to be journalists. Some of us  have been

published in Our Nelson newspaper!   

"IT'S MAGIC!"

GREAT PHOTO'S

About Media Club

Find out how to take
great photo's of your

holiday.

It's magic! The media club went and
interviewed the robotics club in the

library. Someone in robotics club said
that the trickiest part about the

robotics club was the programming.
Some said their fave part was building

and driving the robot’s. Robotics
happens during term time and has

finished for the year

CHRISTMAS

PARTY

POP-UP PARK

Find out how to make
the best Christmas

Party!

Find out what our
reporter thought of

the pop-up park
Read on to find out

Lego Robotics



This playground was opened on Saturday 12th september with a pump
track, a solar lit basketball court and imagination blue blocks for kids, as

well as planters, picnic tables and seats that can turn into pot plants.

 “Lots of kids have been enjoying the skate track. Every time I go to this
playground I can see lots of people playing on it on their scooters and

bikes. My brother loves it and there's always a problem when we leave.” -
Lucy, Media Club reporter

“Whenever I walk past, there are blue blocks and happy children. The
basketball court is full. It's bright and colourful! ” -Claudia, Media Club

reporter  

“ I have to admit, as an adult even I find it fun to play with the blue
blocks!” Nicki, Media Club teacher and librarian.

Riverside Youth Pop-up park
By Lucy and Claudia



                                                                                                                                                           
 Lights: Very important for any kind of

Christmas themed party. Whatever kind
of lights you have, from LEDs, to fairy
lights, it makes the party seem all the

merrier. 
Music: There is no Christmas without

music. The upbeat music always makes
the party better.

Food: The most essential part of any
kind of celebration, it is the best way of

bringing people together. 
Christmas Crackers : Christmas

Crackers : POP! I’m sure, at least once,
we’ve all done the terrible thing that is

popping open a Christmas cracker.
From the hats, to the corny jokes inside,  

it will only turn your friends into
enemies, because of their views on

jokes in the cracker!
Have people : Invite your friends,

whanau, neighbors, even that guy at
school that does nothing at break times

but walk around the playground (FYI
that’s totally not me). 

 Writers’ note: I hope you take these tips
into account, as they will give you a

perfect party to celebrate the best time
of year. Trust me, use these tips, it’ll be

amazing.

How to Make the
BEST Christmas
party  By Daniel

If they picked blueberries as an after-
school job it is guaranteed they will have
eaten at least three quarters of them
They will love Moby Dick (as long as it is a
small edition with either paper or
hardback and no pictures)
It is quite possible they will be obsessed
with gossiping about Covid-19 (as are
most adults)
They have probably worked at the library
for 10+ years
They have most-likely read the Harry
Potter series at least 5 times
They are nowhere near as strict or
irritable as comics and TV shows make
out
Not all librarians wear glasses and tuck
their shirts in 
Most librarians are either from another
country or are very old
They can become very excited when
someone mentions a new door 
Librarians are never on time to work-a
few second or even minutes early, a few
seconds or even minutes late
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10 crazy things you
didn’t know about

librarians
By Sam



Step 1. Choose your item. Decide who or what you are going to take a photo of.
Some ideas are a member of your family, an animal (insects work better than
dogs unless you can make your dog sit while you are taking the photo), a tree
or the sea.
Step 2. Get a background. Take your item (If it’s a person remember to ask them
for permission ) and put it in front of a cool background such as grass and the
sky or the sea and the sand.
Step 3. Take the photo. When taking your photo make sure to have good
lighting and try taking your photo from different angles and see which one
looks best. When you are happy with your photo you can print it out and frame
it. It would make an amazing Christmas or birthday present. 
Interesting types of photos: 
In line 
An in line photo is when you take a photo of a tree or a pole at the base of the
object and point the camera up towards the top of it. 
Snail’s eye view and Bird’s eye view
A snail’s eye view is when you take a photo lying down pointing the camera
forward so you get what a snail would see (Chickens look really scary in these
photos!) It looks really effective with grass. A bird’s eye is the opposite: you take
a photo with the camera pointing down from really high up like from on top of
the highest piece of equipment in your playground.  
Rule of thirds
A thirds photo is where your item is only in the first third of the photo. This
time your camera is pointing straight ahead like normal.

How to take a good photo
By Isla

By Hayden

Merry
Christmas!

from Media Club and 
Nelson Public Libraries


